Abstract: Two-dimensional images are delayed in a cesium vapor cell. The transverse phase and amplitude profiles of the images are shown to be preserved, even at very low light levels. We report on a series of several "slow light" experiments showing that two-dimensional images can be delayed while preserving the amplitude and phase information of the images. The system we use has several noteworthy characteristics. It requires no additional laser beams to prepare the slow light medium. This results in low background noise and a high signal-to-noise ratio in the delayed image, even at very low light levels. The transverse images can be delayed by many times the pulse length without affecting the phase stability of the image. This is demonstrated by interfering the images with a pulsed local oscillator and monitoring the interference pattern. The interference stability has almost no dependence on the slow light system, but only the corresponding free-space characteristics. This remarkable property leads to stable and high fringe visibility when the delayed image interferes with a local oscillator even if the slow light medium has moderate thermal instabilities.
We report on a series of several "slow light" experiments showing that two-dimensional images can be delayed while preserving the amplitude and phase information of the images. The system we use has several noteworthy characteristics. It requires no additional laser beams to prepare the slow light medium. This results in low background noise and a high signal-to-noise ratio in the delayed image, even at very low light levels. The transverse images can be delayed by many times the pulse length without affecting the phase stability of the image. This is demonstrated by interfering the images with a pulsed local oscillator and monitoring the interference pattern. The interference stability has almost no dependence on the slow light system, but only the corresponding free-space characteristics. This remarkable property leads to stable and high fringe visibility when the delayed image interferes with a local oscillator even if the slow light medium has moderate thermal instabilities.
The slow light medium used in the present experiments is a hot Cesium (Cs) vapor. Delay bandwidth products (the delay of the light signal in the medium multiplied by the bandwidth of the signal) in excess of 50 [1] can be achieved by spectrally tuning the signal between the two D 2 hyperfine ground states. While several methods for achieving slow light have been explored, the system discussed here is particularly attractive. For example, most slow light systems, such as electromagnetically induced transparency [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] , coherent population oscillations [8, 9, 10] or spectral hole-burning [11] , require additional light fields to prepare the medium. The use of additional light fields results in transverse spatial inhomogeneities in the group velocity of the medium. In the Cs system used here, the group velocity is the same in all directions. Also, this system has relatively low loss and minimal broadening of the pulse. A detailed treatment of the propagation of a Gaussian light pulse through a medium with two widely spaced absorbing Lorentzian optical resonances may be found in previous work [1] .
The experimental setup represented in Fig. 1 . Consider the results for the macroscopic image interference shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2(a) , the Cs cell temperature is set to give 5 ns of delay, which matches the arrival time of the image pulses at the second beamsplitter to that of the reference pulses. The intensity along the two paths is balanced for maximum interference. The phase of the local oscillator is set to give a dark fringe in the center of the image. Several π radians of phase shift across the image can be observed. The only regions that do not experience interference are the image points of the dark patterns of the amplitude mask. Since there is no light in the delayed image at those Experimental setup for the delay of transverse images. Light pulses of 2 ns duration are first incident on a 50:50 beamsplitter that reflects half of the pulse and transmits the other half. The transmitted pulses then pass through an intensity mask and two lenses, which serve to create an image of the mask on a CCD camera at the end of the apparatus. The transmitted and reflected pulses are recombined at another 50:50 beamsplitter. The transmitted part traverses a path approximately 5 feet shorter than the reflected path, and so in the absence of the cesium cell, arrives at the second beamsplitter about 5 ns sooner than the reflected pulse, preventing interference between the two pulses. When the image passes through a heated cesium vapor, however, it is delayed in the cell by approximately 5 ns and thus arrives simultaneously with the reflected pulse, resulting in interference. To show the delay of a low-light-level image, the pulses are attenuated such that each pulse contains on average less than one photon and the reflected path blocked. A scanning optical fiber is used to collect the photons in the image plane and the photon arrival times recorded using a photon counter with time-to-digital converter. points, the local oscillator creates a constant background where the dark regions of the amplitude mask are imaged. Hence, at the center of the dark fringe the inverse image is created. An interference visibility of 90 % ± 1 % was observed for the temporally matched pulse regime. The pulses from the two arms of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer are then misaligned in time, so as to arrive at the beamsplitter at different times. This is accomplished by either removing the cell or by tuning the delay of the pulse. In both cases the observed visibility dropped, as seen in Figs. 2 b) and c), respectively. The images show the same number of phase shifts as the temporally matched pulses but the interference visibility (after balancing the intensity in each arm) is 6% for cell removal and 15% for delay tuning, far lower than the 90% visibility for the temporally matched case. As a note, there is always a small amount of CW light leaking through the electro-optic modulator, which has a 100:1 extinction ratio. The CW light is the primary culprit in giving the nonvanishing interference visibility when the pulses are temporally mismatched. The amount of CW light can be much greater than 1% of the total light since it is constantly "on", which can lead to a much larger integrated CW signal. In the interference experiment, the CW background is about 5%. Figure 3 shows the delay of a two-dimensional image comprised of the letters "UR" representing the researchers' institution. In this part of the experiment, each pulse contains, on average, 0.8 photons before arriving at the image mask. The image is constructed by raster scanning a fiber across the image plane in a total time of approximately 48 seconds. Approximately 99% of extraneous counts from background light and detector dark counts are removed by constructing the images using only those photons which arrive in a 4 ns time window (out of the entire 330 ns window) centered on the middle of the pulse arrival time distribution. A histogram of the photon arrival times for the two dimensional images is also shown in 3 , showing the delayed image pulses. Even though every photon used to construct the image is delayed by approximately 3 ns, the image is preserved with high fidelity.
